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COOPERATION WORKS. . . .BUT IT'S 
HARD WORK 
Prof. John Carlisle (1990 British Deming Conference, 

updated 2000) 

 
ABSTRACT 

Aggression and Complacency 

One of the two key factors working against step changes to World Class 

performance in Britain has been the extent to which organisations conduct their 

businesses in an adversarial fashion.  The other has been complacency at the top, 

as the RSA Report "Tomorrow's Company" (1995) states: 75% of the directors 

questioned thought their company was world class, only 3.2% were actually world 

class!  This is a deadly cocktail for the stifling of continuous improvement. 

 

This paper examines in detail the first of these; but the complacency at the top runs 

like a thread through it. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In the early 1980's the late Nicolae Ceausescu paid a state visit to Britain to receive, 

amongst other honours, a knighthood for his independent stand in the communist 

bloc.  He was a guest of Her Majesty the Queen at Buckingham Palace while he was 

there, and she very quickly developed an intense dislike for him.  The reason?  He 

brought his food-taster with him, and would eat nothing until the man had passed it 

as safe!  Such a blatant lack of trust between two nations who were meant to be 

developing an understanding was unthinkable to Her Majesty.  (She must have 

stripped him of his knighthood in 1989 with some degree of grim satisfaction.) 

 

We did not regard this lack of trust and cooperation in our industry in the West as 

unusual. In so far as business is concerned, have grown used to having low 

expectations of each other, or in fact, operating in a climate of mistrust.  We have 

the equivalent  "nations" - the automobile industry, electrical goods, pharmaceuticals, 

construction, and so on - many of whom have, or have had, that mediaeval look 

about them.  They have built walls and moats, which we call contracts.  They have 

guards to defend them called lawyers, inspectors and tender boards, and, in some 
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cases, some really hard-bitten gatekeepers called traditional Buyers and Quantity 

Surveyors ("Even if you are a preferred supplier/partner, don't try to go round me, 

mister!").  

 

As a result, over the years, the behaviour of these "nations" has become more and 

more remote from the wishes of their people, the needs of their customers, and from 

the support of their real allies, their best suppliers and contractors. Consequently 

they lost their customers, their market share, and their profits. 

Two victims in particular were the British car manufacturing industry and 

construction. The largest British car manufacturer today probably makes 700 cars a 

week, while the largest British construction company, Wimpey, in 1996 was valued at 

a third of its French and German rivals, and a seventh of the largest Swedish 

competitor, Skanska.  It is estimated that the construction industry has shed 500,000 

jobs since 1990, and it is not all due to the economic slowdown.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

What on earth had happened? 

 

1. They had forgotten, or, indeed some had never realised, that whoever raises 

consumer expectations, and then unfailingly fulfils them, is going to really 

grow market share, e.g. Japanese cars.  PIMS calls this "Relative Perceived 

Product Quality", which in their opinion is the major factor behind productivity 

and growth.  Consumers have now become a lot more discriminating, and 

producers who anticipated this were pulling away fast from the rest of the 

field. 

 

2. They used an inappropriate model of business, that of deadly competition. 

The more accurate model of business is that of a fraternity, not combatants 

engaged in a war.  There should be a healthy balance between cooperation 

and competition; what Hayes and Wheelwright call "the manufacturing 

confederation". The cooperative element which, works best in this new world 

of business is that of a Collaborative Venture between all those with shared 

interests in serving the customer best. 

 

Nowhere is this practice of acknowledged shared interests more vital than in a 

company that is going into total quality.   (It is worth noting that, among all the 

imitation of Japanese techniques, what has been seldom mentioned is the MITI 

Annual Report on Small Enterprises in 1984, in which it was stated that "Japanese 
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manufacturing industry owes its competitive advantage and strength to its 

subcontracting structure".) 

 

W. EDWARDS DEMING 

  

The last contribution that Dr Deming made before he died in 1993 was what 

he called A System of Profound Knowledge, which he felt every leader should have if 

their organisation was to compete in the global economy.  A key feature of this is the 

ability to appreciate the organisation as a system, and to not worry too much about 

who was in control, but to be concerned that things are carried out effectively. When 

this happens the leaders come to understand that their company is interdependent 

internally on its people and functions, and externally on its suppliers, customers and 

community.  And it is only at this point that process-driven management, and, 

especially supplier strategies can actually work! ( Figure 1 below). 

 

Figure 1    

 

Main_Idea

FROM “CONTROL” THINKING….

TRANSFORMATION

SUPPLIERS CUSTOMERS

& STAKEHOLDERS

FEEDBACK FROM

USERS
REDESIGN

TO SYSTEM THINKING….

From W.E. Deming -John Carlisle, 1997/2004
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THE COST OF COERCION AND CONFLICT 

 

If there are doubts that cooperation, or at least fair treatment, is fundamental to 

successful company performance then it becomes worthwhile looking at the 

downside of bad relationships.  

 

(a) The cost of quality: British Leyland had a terrible relationship with their  

suppliers even as late as the early 1980s.  One of the results was that in one 

month they had to return over 22, 000 defective parts to their suppliers - a 

real lose/lose.  This was at a most critical time, when they really needed to 

win back customer confidence. 

  

 The latest news is that the Rover Group really are taking serious steps to 

help their suppliers and develop the right relationships, i.e. make it two-way. It 

is called "Best Practice", and seems to be making headway.  However the 

question is: will the buying culture change?  

 

(b) In 1990 the Channel Tunnel project was in dire straits.  It was 50% over 

budget halfway through its life (nearly £2.4 billion), and work was halted by its 

bankers.  The reason?   The conflict-ridden relationship between the 

customer, Eurotunnel, and the contractors Transmache Link.  They have had 

to bring over an American from Bechtel, John Neerhout, to restore and 

manage the relationship!   Compare that with the Esso Chemical success 

story I shall recount later.   In 1991 - 1994 history repeated itself, and 

shareholders today must be distinctly uncomfortable! 

 

(c) Finally, within the marvel of the space shuttle triumph, let us never forget that 

this year is the tenth anniversary of the tragedy of the tenth Challenger 

mission: a direct consequence of the buyer (NASA) riding rough-shod over its 

supplier. 

    

It can be fairly said that bad supplier relationships really do poison organisations, 

particularly those with a Total Quality culture.  Having healthy systems in your own 

organisation which convey supplier defects means, ultimately, having an unhealthy 

organisation.   But the answer is not to install food tasters, as in Ceausescu's case; it 
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lies in giving suppliers the confidence to invest in putting their "kitchens" right, so that 

customers can have confidence in the goods received. 

 

Rewards of relationship management 

 

The Xerox and Honda stories are becoming legendary, as is Motorola because 

buyer/supplier partnerships have been an integral part of their Total Quality drives 

from the beginning.  But, Chrysler, with its annual savings of $1.5 billion from its 

suppliers, is probably the success story of the west.  

 

However, there are many others in the U K who also deserve mention: NCR in 

Dundee, Nissan, and Asda and Slough Estates, who are developing an exciting 

pioneering approach with their contractors. And Birse, who are initiating some 

excellent work in the relationship field. 

    

Nevertheless, I would like to add to those a little-known success of one of my first 

clients, Exxon Chemicals, which occurred in Britain in the early 1980s, in that least 

promising sector, construction.   In the days when it was still Esso Chemicals, there 

began a project, in Mossmoran, Scotland shared by Esso and Shell called the Fife 

Ethylene Project.  The main contractor Lummus, (urged on by Essochem) and 

Essochem, set themselves the mission of meeting "The last chance for British 

Construction Industry to change its world image," and called it "Flagship Fife”. 

Before a foundation was laid they had agreed principles and ways of working, and 

set up systems and structures in which key relationships could be "mirrored."   They 

also held joint team building sessions to develop the right relationship skills across 

both organisations, and so on.  In other words they planned, not just the `what', but 

the `how' as well, and worked very hard at it.  In so doing they built a strong 

contractor/client team of equals characterised by close/effective counterpart 

partnerships.  They also closely involved the local community. 

 

The result was: 

 

 Field productivity was 20% higher than historical prediction for Esso projects 

in UK. 
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 The Project was completed five months ahead of schedule and 10% under 

budget. 

 

 Safety was four times better than the US standard for construction i.e. six 

times better than UK. 

 

 Labour relations - lowest strike rate for a UK large project in more than 20 

years. Approximately 1% of field man hours was lost due to disputes in four 

years. 

    

Here is an outstanding success story, and one which illustrates the fact that 

cooperation is not a Japanese patent.  It is just that we have not seen fit to reward it 

in this country, because, perversely, we seem more comfortable with adversarial 

behaviour.  

 

There is an even more outstanding success story in Shell Holland, today, with NAM, 

the drilling company with whom we have been working.  In the first 18 months of 

their partnership in 1992, they increased efficiency by 31%, saved £19 million, AND 

shared £3.5 million with their partners.  They continue to prosper in every way. But 

then they have an outstanding leader, Tom Bakker - and they are Dutch. . . .  

 

So, these are some obvious reasons why customer companies and their most 

important suppliers should work as partners; but why is it taking so long?  It has a 

great deal to do with Consciousness, and lack of understanding of the paradigms 

that determine our behaviour. Aristotle did not advise leaders to “Know yourself” first 

for nothing. 

  Let us look at the length of the journey, and the extent of the learning curve. 

 

Partnership - a developing relationship which has to be worked on. 

The way ahead 

The good news is, of course, that work on Western better buyer/supplier 

relationships has already begun, and it is no coincidence that trailblazers such as 

Xerox Reprographics and Motorola were winners of the prestigious Malcolm Baldrige 

award for quality in the USA in 1989.  (Cadillac's award in 1990 was a real fillip for 

the USA auto industry, and Bill Scherkenback, a Deming disciple and QIP leader.) 
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Many companies are now coming round to the view that suppliers have to be 

partners in the business, and many are beginning to reap great benefits in a very 

competitive world.  But it is a hard, long road, needing fundamental shifts in 

individual and organisational thinking. 

Figure 2 shows the changes that must be undergone in order to move from the 

old-fashioned coercive relationship to that of genuine partnership.  It is a movement 

from the more powerful party's right to dictate, to a conscious obligation to support 

their stakeholders’ needs in their efforts to meet the customer's needs . In short it 

represents a growth in consciousness in what is meant by a relationship which is 

good for both parties.  The basic principle here is one which the best buyers and 

suppliers have intuitively understood for a long time, i.e. Your ability to influence 

the other party is determined by their perception of your organisation's 

willingness and capability to help them meet their needs. 

The diagram also illustrates, therefore, how you need to shape up to be perceived as 

helpful, and the kinds of developmental crises you have to manage on the way.  It 

also shows that you cannot change overnight. 

 

(Interestingly enough, in my research twelve years ago it was the buyers who told 

me of their unhappiness with the arm's length relationship, and of the wasted 

opportunities they thought these adversary policies of mutual suspicion caused.  It 

was also the buyers, particularly in Rank Xerox, Rolls Royce and Motorola, who 

responded most positively to being trained in my 

Win/Win negotiating programme ten years ago.  But it was senior management who 

very often had the most trouble practising the approach.  After all, so much had been 

invested in building all those hierarchical silos!). 

 

 

Three major shifts towards cooperation 

 

Three things need to happen, on the surface, in organisations who wish to develop 

real partnerships with their suppliers and customer companies. 

 

 

1. Recognise the "chain of cooperation" from mother earth to consumer. 
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System thinking application has demonstrated that paying attention to the processes 

of industry has real payoff. It is not good enough merely to attend to what happens in 

your department or your company; you also need to attend to what happens 

between. Any chain is as strong as its weakest link, and pulling product through just 

does not work if you pull so hard that you break any link in the chain. 

 

What is needed is both strong links - with controlled processes - and strong, but 

flexible, connections.  This is what good relationships provide, responsive 

connections, which give reliable performance, good communications and flexible 

response to special causes.  This is the way we learn and continuously improve 

together, and it is impossible without a cooperative relationship, because all the 

organisations in the chain must see that there is something in it for them. 

 

 

2. Overcome unconscious incompetence 

 

The sad fact is that the importance of this fundamental relationship to successful 

businesses is still largely misunderstood or unrecognised by the business media and 

top management; with the honourable exception of the Financial Times.  It is not a 

seductive term in the way marketing or technology are, and therefore is not visible 

enough for popular understanding. 

 

For example, in the 1989 description of the top five companies in Great Britain, 

published by the magazine Management Today, it was clear that they had all worked 

hard on their relationships with their suppliers.  In fact, Toshiba's Managing Director 

described the suppliers as "part of our team", while Sony and Rank Xerox both 

mentioned the importance of suppliers in their JIT organisation.  But, in over 1200 

words of commentary by the staff of the magazine on these successes, fewer than a 

dozen referred to this vital relationship.   

This lack of awareness about the importance of the system understanding is one 

part of the national incompetence, and it means that public recognition for all the 

hard work done to create cooperation has been slow in coming.  

 

The other part of the syndrome is the fact that many of our top executives today in 

customer and supplier firms still do not understand the importance of good 

relationships in their value net ( Figure 3). This means, at best, that work on good 
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relationships is not recognised (How many company reports write about 

cooperation? Very,very few.) and, at worst, that the organisation exercises policies 

which work directly against cooperation. How many companies actively discourage 

relationship-building because it infringes their ethics policy? I know of at least two 

vast organisations who send out clear messages to their employees saying: "You are 

untrustworthy", because of the ludicrous application of ethics policies.  

Even greater threats exist in the public sector. 

 

This brings us to the third factor that needs to happen to improve relationships and 

performance. 

 

 

3. Develop a "leadership" strategy. 

Internal coercion leads to external coercion, just as internal cooperation leads to 

external cooperation. We have seen how the relationship towards partnership 

evolves (Figure 2) and, in looking at how the more powerful or conscious party 

influences this, we have what I call the "Leadership" strategy. In other words, Get 

your own house in order first!  Do not ask others to do what you are not already 

doing well.  As a customer organisation you need to be at least two steps ahead of 

the other organisation in order to "pull" it along, so that they can then be the mirror of 

your activities the model of what they need to be, and, by your skill and care you can 

reflect back to them what they need to do to get there. So as a supplier, you 

probably need to be ten steps ahead! 

 

The Risk Trust Diagram below illustrates the point (Figure 3). 

This is a display of 500 people in an oil and gas series of alliances in outsourcing 

and engineering long term maintenance contracts. 

 

Figure 3. Risk-Trust - Large British Oil Company Supply Chain 
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The diagram shows: 

 

   Trust Only 13% thought Trust was encouraged 

   Risk Only 10% thought Risk-Taking was advisable  -  

  with the unusual situation that 50% are very averse to   

 risk.  (extreme right). A typical extractive company! 

 

This compares with an equivalent sized successful USA computer company; 

 

   Trust 35% thought Trust was encouraged 

   Risk 31% thought Risk-taking was advisable  

 

They are making great strides with their alliances. 

 

 

You also need to pay particular attention to, and invest time in, communication. 

When Phil Condit, the current chairman of Boeing who master-minded the highly 

successful Boeing/Mitsubishi Alliance for the 777 launch, was asked his advice on 

partnering, he said: There are four things - communications, communications, 

communications.  Then the fourth does not really matter!" 
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The key message is that good internal relationships lead to good external 

relationships.  Thus if you are hoping to really influence the other party you need to 

work on your own organisation first, then you can "pull" the other organisation along 

by: 

 

(a) Having the climate that encourages productivity and innovation and can 

therefore deliver. 

 

(b) Understanding what it takes to set up change processes and structures - of 

which the most important is effective teams. The more people you have 

talking to each other the better, and the more the empowered teams talk to 

each other the better the thinking is.  Combine this with good implementation 

and you have established the basis for trust.  Ultimately what we are looking 

for is the key players in the two organisations talking to each other with the 

buyer and sales executive acting as "relationship managers". 

 

 

Quality leadership in the 1990's 

 

There are two key lessons today that organisation leaders must learn: 

 

1. Understand your organisation as a system 

 

Deming says that there is no knowledge without theory and prediction.  Therefore 

experience, or experimentation (which is what you are doing when changing the 

organisation), teaches nothing without a clear understanding of the system you are 

trying to change.  How many times have we seen people struggling under the weight 

of meaningless reorganisations which, contrary to the edicts from the top, are not 

customer-friendly, do not make processes more efficient, and are not helping real 

profitability?  I have seen far too many repetitions with beleaguered middle 

managers asking despairingly why nothing has been learned from the last disaster.   

My heart goes out to them as they welcome their de-layering redundancies with a 

resigned sigh of almost relief. 

 

Before you alter it or realign it decide exactly what theoretical construct you are 

working from - if any.  Then check it against reality.  Study it, talk about it, and when 
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you feel confident enough in it, use it for prediction.  Then make your plan by starting 

with improving processes by beginning with removing special causes, followed by 

reducing common case variation - and always with your eye on what is most 

important to the customer. 

 

 

2. Create a climate of trust in your own organisation 

 

If there is one common theme emerging in business today it is the need for trust. 

Trust-building is the single most important issue in business relationships, because it 

brings about the freedom in people, groups and organisations to do their best work.  

It is also one of the most difficult, as we found in our 1988 studies in Detroit - and we 

have paid dearly for it's absence! 

 

This is not just an intrinsically good thing to do, it also has bottom-line benefits, e.g. 

Jim Sierk of Xerox USA reckons the bureaucratic structure created to handle the 

lack of trust in their buyer/supplier relationships cost them around 7 cents in the 

dollar, i.e. about 14 million dollars in 1981.  I think the same could be saved in most 

companies, and that is a lot of money. 

 

To achieve trust means working with attitudes, behaviour and structure; which 

means that leaders in potential partnership organisations need to work at four levels 

to develop a trust-building strategy. 

 

1. Accept the evidence that shows that trust and cooperation work better than 

suspicion and minimum risk tactics.... It is overwhelming.  And accept the fact 

that ultimately the only way to build trust is to ensure a series of agreements 

which work as planned all the time every time.  Implementation failure is the 

biggest source of organisational mistrust after downright proven dishonesty, 

as the Detroit study shows; so you are simply going to have to take the risk to 

trust your partners! 

 

2. Reward your people for taking risks to build cooperation for better 

performance . 
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 (a) Make your internal customers and suppliers feel good about being 

open about the organisation's needs with those organisations that are 

important to yours. 

  

 (b) Encourage your top team to display confidence in their people's 

judgement, and educate them in the principles of relationship 

management.  Give them feedback on how they are perceived to 

behave in this respect. 

 

3. Provide internal and external structures that facilitate trust, i.e. 

 

 (a) Set up cross-functional improvement teams 

 

 (b) Provide plenty of opportunity for communication and feedback both 

ways and never use the data as a reason for blame or punishment. It's main 

purpose is continuous improvement. 

 

 

 

 

4. Invest time and money in openly supporting your partners' aspirations.  Take 

risks with each other on areas of common ground or joint interests.  Do not 

expect people to take risks with your company if they cannot see some clear 

payoff for them.  In many respects the Preferred Supplier and Partner jargon 

has a lot to answer for here.  Our experience is that it can be a one-way 

street if the customer company is not working intelligently and consistently on 

reducing their variation, and involving their partners early.  They become the 

frantic, and expensive, crisis solvers  

  

 Also, be flexible with your qualifying criteria. Do not crush smaller contractors 

under your bureaucracy. And, finally, if you say long term, mean long term.  

Do not have 30 day and 60 day termination clauses, no matter what your 

lawyers say; because all you have then is a one or two month contract in 

reality.  Why should your contractors believe that you really trust them? And 

why should they then do their very best for you? Would you? 
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In a sentence: get yourself and your own organisation organised before expecting 

others to make that extra effort for you.  And making that extra effort together means 

trusting people and becoming the deserved leaders in your industry today, and in the 

year 2000 and beyond. 
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